rods looking at camera, one worker in overalls lower right corner of photo, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.127 #2113 Phila. Approach – Abutment West Side of 4th. St. Looking Northwest 3-23-25, (masonry work in center with wooden scaffolding, building in background with seven arched windows and one arched doorway, photographer stamp on back)


0007.02.129 #2117 Camden Approach – Erected Bents – East of 2nd St. Looking East 3-23-25, (seven bents clearly visible, man in lower left corner with sign KEEP OUT OF YARD, sign AMERICAN STORES visible on left near second left bent, sign on right DANGER KEEP OUT, photographer’s stamp on back with handwritten in pencil “Suar?”)

0007.02.130 #2122 Camden Approach – Driving Concrete Pile for Pier No. 1, North 3-23-25, (four men in suits and hats backs to camera, photographer stamp on back)


0007.02.132 #2127 Camden Approach – Looking West from 4th St. 4-1-25, (three bent sections of tower in center, crane in foreground A.B.CO. 505, seven bents visible on ground, foremost bent P.R. 20815.FEB.6/1925 on lower cross beam)

0007.02.133 #2129 Camden Approach – East of 4th St. – Looking Northeast 4-1-25, (piles of wood in foreground, buildings in background, small concrete mixer)